Registration ID 20012450
Noise Mitigation Plan
This states that any aircraft which has a quota count of 4 or more cannot take-off or land at
the airport between the hours of 0600 and 0700.
This is totally unacceptable. It would mean unscheduled and “late” can land at any time
between 2300 and 0600. Unlimited late arrivals etc. as loud as QC 4 can land between
07.00 in the morning and 0600 the next morning, in reality we could end up with planes 24
hrs a day. Having experienced these late arrivals when the Airport was open previously in
which the owners frequently had planes “Arriving Late” I cannot begin to imagine the
impending nightmare.
If this is allowed the owners would have greater freedom than the previous airport had, also
of course a very large number of planes is planned. As a resident who lives under the
flightpath I find this outrageous.
I also note that RSP have no plans to report on “real” noise levels, the monitors will be 6.5km
away and I can assure you that will in no way monitor the real noise experienced on my
property which is very close to the runway.
Who would monitor these “late arrivals” etc. because previously complaints were handled by
the airport and many many were not even acknowledged and it never improved the situation,
it seemed to me that they ignored residents to a large extend and done whatever they
wished, my great fear is that that attitude would continue but this time it would be on a much
larger scale.
Why aren’t Ramsgate Residents being afforded the same Noise Mitigation as London
airports are offering ?

Management Accounts
RSP’s management accounts have not been verified by anyone other than the directors of
the Applicant
None of the accounts submitted by RSP to Companies House have been audited – I believe
RSP claimed otherwise.
As normal RSP waited until the last possible day to submit accounts to Companies House, I
believe this was to ensure that those accounts would not be published until after the second
CA hearing (4th June), which in turn prevented ExA or anyone else to question RSP.
It appears that RSP are totally disregarding timelines set by the ExA and are now saying
they with deal directly with the SoS.

Rita Burns

